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ABSTRACT

Optimistic simulation yields impressive performance gains for many models. State saving is a quick way

to provide the rollback mechanism required for this approach, but it has some drawbacks: it may not

handle models with massive states or be able to support memory-constrained systems. This work presents a

novel approach to state saving by storing only the relative changes caused by an event. Compressing these

deltas allows retaining a greater number of noncommitted events and allows Time Warp to further exploit

parallelism in a window less constrained by memory limitations. By compressing the data, we realize

greater returns in performance and avoid memory limitations on event / state sizes. Compression ratios

over 200 are observed; and, despite chosen pathological conditions, state restoration is fast and efficient.

Runtimes are often faster using delta encoding than are their conservative counterparts, without the need

for complex reverse code or large memory consumption.

1 INTRODUCTION

Parallel discrete event simulation (PDES) relies on a global synchronization algorithm across the set of

nodes executing the simulation. Traditional synchronization algorithms are conservative in terms of event

processing: no event is processed without a guarantee of local serializability. That is, before processing

an event at time t, each node ensures that it has received and processed all events with a timestamp less

than t. This is maintained through the use of lookahead: a predetermined minimum length of time delay

for each event. After a period of global communication all nodes are synchronized to a global virtual time

(GVT). Each node can then process any events with a timestamp less than GV T + lookahead. For some

models, lookahead can be difficult to compute (see Section 5.6 of Fujimoto 1999).

In contrast to conservative simulation, less rigid synchronization algorithms exist. These are referred

to as optimistic synchronization algorithms. The most well-known is Time Warp (Jefferson 1985). Issues

surrounding high-performance Time Warp PDES have been largely solved. Various state-saving approaches

have been investigated (Lin et al. 1993; Rönngren et al. 1996) as well as novel methods of state

reconstruction (Vulov et al. 2011; LaPre et al. 2014). While much progress has been made, some

models still prove difficult to insert into a Time Warp context. For example, erratic and unpredictable state

modifications given a large state space remain difficult to model effectively: too many possibilities must

be accounted for in order to return the state to its prior values while using reverse computation.
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While state saving can overcome this particular problem, the memory footprint required for Time

Warp to truly shine may be prohibitive. For example, the IBM Blue Gene/Q A2 processor has only 16

gigabytes of memory per node while supporting up to 64 hardware threads. This can constrain certain

configurations to 256 megabytes of memory for the statically linked binary, simulator data structures, and

optimistic memory (e.g., state copies). A 1-megabyte state could have at most 256 copies given a combined

binary and simulator state size of 0 (which is not possible). Clearly, large state sizes can severely limit the

discovery of any inherent parallelism in the model.

Tools such as git (Chacon 2009) seem to overcome similar issues through the use of technologies

related to diff (Hunt and McIlroy 1976). Such tools compute deltas to store differences from one version

to another. Storing these deltas may require similar amounts of space as state saving (the fact that two

revisions are identical must be retained after all). Given the discrete nature of PDES, we can exploit

the likelihood that state differences between events should be small. Small diff sizes imply a largely

unchanged state (and therefore deltas containing many zeroes), which compresses well.

When selecting a compression algorithm, should precedence be given to size or speed? As already

stated, the size of the diff should be small. Clearly this answer should imply that a fast algorithm is

favorable over one that is space efficient. Given this conclusion, LZ4 was chosen because it is an extremely

fast compression algorithm (Collet 2014a). It is used in the ZFS filesystem for block-based, on-the-fly

compression (Kiselkov 2013) as well as the squashfs filesystem under Linux (Torvalds 2014).

LZ4 (Collet 2014b) is a fast compression algorithm requiring a small amount of space overhead for

compression. While LZ4 compression speeds are typical of LZO (which is faster than gzip), decompression

speeds can be faster than LZO (Larabel 2013).

The contribution of this paper is that it provides a stop-gap solution for models that contain events

that are not well suited for using reverse computation or consume significant amounts of memory, making

copy-state approaches infeasible. For example, some model events may require a complex nesting of

while-loops that cannot be easily or efficiently reversed (LaPre, Gonsiorowski, and Carothers 2014). Delta

encoding solves this issue by computing state change deltas only after an event has completed execution.

Additionally, the delta encoding approach provides the benefits of incremental state saving but without

requiring the specific identification of which state elements change. Moreover, because delta encoding is

done on a per-event basis, reverse computation and delta encoding can be mixed thereby enabling modelers

to take advantage of reverse computation in events for which it is well suited (e.g., constructive assignments

and simple loop constructs).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ROSS Time Warp engine

and LZ4 compression scheme. Section 3 describes our approach to realizing state-delta compression within

the ROSS kernel. In Section 4 we evaluate our parallel performance results. Related work is reviewed in

Section 5. In Section 6 we present our conclusions and briefly discuss future work.

2 BACKGROUND

In this section we discuss Rensselaer’s Optimistic Simulation System (ROSS), briefly discuss the problem

of delta encoding, and then discuss data compression techniques.

2.1 ROSS

The simulator chosen for this study is ROSS (Carothers, Bauer, and Pearce 2002). ROSS is capable of

both conservative and optimistic execution modes. It is written primarily in the C language and is built on

top of an MPI (Gropp, Lusk, and Thakur 1999) layer, allowing it to leverage some built-in MPI primitives

such as all-reduce. Its focus is on both speed and efficiency: Barnes et al. (2013) demonstrated event rates

over half a trillion events per second. While ROSS is capable of (and, in fact, largely derives its speed

from) reverse computation, this work is focused on models for which a reverse event handler would be

difficult to implement.
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Logical processes (LPs) process events in time-stamp order. Inter-LP communication is possible by

sending a message to another LP. While global (in-order) ordering is maintained during conservative

simulation, this may severely limit the amount of parallelism achieved by optimistic simulation. Out-of-

order execution may reveal nondependencies (not to be confused with antidependencies, Hennessy and

Patterson 1996) that the modeler was unaware of or was unable to anticipate.

LPs are only allowed to share state (or otherwise interact with one another) through time-stamped

messages. This allows for a well-defined entry-point to alter an LP via state modification. By restricting the

access of state variables to messages only, order is enforced within the API and leaves the ROSS runtime

free to schedule events effectively.

2.2 Delta Encoding

The problem of finding similarities in data is not new. One well-known approach is the longest common

subsequence (LCS) problem. Typically used on two strings of data, the problem seeks to find the longest

sequence common to both input strings. It can be solved through dynamic programming as longer solutions

are built upon earlier and shorter subsolutions.

The diff program (Hunt and McIlroy 1976) is a tool based on LCS for discovering changes to data,

in this case files. The output of the diff program consists of lines that differ between two “versions” of

the same file. Building upon diff is the Revision Control System (RCS) (Tichy 1982), which specializes

in tracking changes to source code files. RCS stores multiple revisions of files efficiently by saving the

differences relative to a fixed point in the file’s history as opposed to keeping a separate and complete copy

for every unique revision.

2.3 Data Compression

To reduce the size of the LP state-deltas, we turn to various data compression techniques. Typically, data

exhibits some degree of redundancy. Eliminating these redundancies will necessarily reduce the size of

the data. When data redundancy is high (e.g., there exist many zeroes in it), these compression schemes

can yield impressive size reductions. Compression schemes fall into two camps: lossy and lossless. Lossy

(de)compression may not recreate the data 100% accurately, but the results are suitable for some uses; for

example, the MP3 audio coding format discards extreme high and low frequencies, which the human ear

is likely unable to perceive. Conversely, lossless (de)compression will not lose any data whatsoever. For

obvious reasons, we opt for lossless compression. While many zeroes are expected between inter-event

state values, in general little else is known about the composition of the state data or the resulting deltas.

This situation is to be expected because ROSS is simply a simulation engine: it has no further information

pertaining to the model specifics. Therefore, a universal coding scheme is required.

LZ77 (Ziv and Lempel 1977) is a compression scheme that is both lossless and universal. It performs

compression through the use of a variable-sized “sliding window” within which it matches substrings.

Matches are encoded by a tuple of values: the length of the match, the offset indicating its location within

the window, and the next symbol following this matching. Given these encodings, it is simple, efficient,

and fast to recreate the original data.

While LZ77 provided the conceptual foundation for many data compressors that followed, many tweaks

and optimizations were applied; and the LZ77 family of encoders has greatly improved since its inception.

LZ4 (Collet 2014b) is one such derivative with an emphasis placed on simplicity and speed. Simplicity

aside, its speed may be attributed to several design choices including early exiting upon detection of

incompressible data and sacrificing high compression ratios in favor of improved execution time. Emphasis

was placed on speed of compression since the state delta will require compression after each event is executed.

Furthermore, decompression speed is approximately 3-4× faster than the corresponding compression time.

Although any lossless compression format could be used in delta encoding, we chose to use LZ4 by default

because it offers a good tradeoff between speed and compression ratio for general-purpose compression.
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3 APPROACH AND IMPLEMENTATION

Our approach is straightforward. We use ROSS in an optimistic (Time Warp, Jefferson 1985) mode. To

have minimal changes to the ROSS kernel, we require that delta encoding functions be called explicitly

by the model from within forward and reverse event handlers. In the forward event handler, we require

a call to tw_snapshot() before any state is changed, as well as a call to tw_snapshot_delta()

before exiting the function. In the reverse event handler, a call to tw_snapshot_restore() returns

the state to its previous values.

i n t t w s n a p s h o t d e l t a ( t w l p ∗ lp , s i z e t s t a t e s z ) {
i n t i , r e t s i z e = 0 ;

char ∗ c u r s t a t e = lp−>c u r s t a t e ;

char ∗ s n a p s h o t = lp−>pe−>d e l t a b u f f e r [ 0 ] ;

f o r ( i = 0 ; i < s t a t e s z ; i ++)

s n a p s h o t [ i ] = c u r s t a t e [ i ] − s n a p s h o t [ i ] ;

r e t s i z e = LZ4 compress ( s n a p s h o t , lp−>pe−>d e l t a b u f f e r [ 1 ] , s t a t e s z ) ;

i f ( r e t s i z e < 0)

a b o r t ( ) ;

lp−>pe−>c u r e v e n t −>d e l t a b u d d y = b u d d y a l l o c ( r e t s i z e ) ;

a s s e r t ( lp−>pe−>c u r e v e n t −>d e l t a b u d d y ) ;

lp−>pe−>c u r e v e n t −>d e l t a s i z e = r e t s i z e ;

memcpy ( lp−>pe−>c u r e v e n t −>d e l t a b u d d y , lp−>pe−>d e l t a b u f f e r [ 1 ] , r e t s i z e ) ;

re turn r e t s i z e ;

}

Listing 1: tw_snapshot_delta() implementation. This function has been simplified to save space.

In order to realize these minimal changes to the ROSS API, the ROSS core required the addition of

certain flags to indicate whether delta encoding was to be used for the current execution. Additionally,

the ROSS random number generation (RNG) code (based on the CLCG4 implementation, L’Ecuyer and

Andres 1997) required adding a counter to the generator itself; this enables the “undoing” of RNG calls

to ensure determinism. Because of the (potentially) varying number of unique RNG streams for a given

ROSS model, however, automatically reversing all RNG operations is not currently possible and requires

manual intervention.

In addition to these changes, the ROSS runtime requires a memory allocation in which to store the

compressed delta. Unfortunately, the ROSS API does not support runtime memory allocation. To overcome

this problem, we implemented a buddy system allocator (Knowlton 1965).

A classical buddy system allocation scheme starts with one large block of memory (which is allocated

during system initialization). When a memory request of size m is made, the size of the request is rounded

up to m′, the nearest power of 2 such that m′ ≥ m. (The remaining memory, sizeof(m′)-sizeof(m),

is referred to as internal fragmentation and is one of the main drawbacks to using a buddy system allocator.)

That request is then passed on to the buddy system, which will repeatedly halve the memory blocks until

the size of the block and the size of the request are equal. The memory block is then returned to fill the

original request. Metadata regarding individual blocks (e.g., block size, current usage) are stored within

the blocks themselves. The size of the initial buddy block can be set at runtime.

We also had to decide where to store our allocations at a logical location within the simulation. We

chose to store the pointer to the allocated memory within each event, although no allocation takes place

until tw_snapshot_delta() is called from within the forward event handler. By delaying allocation

until this point, we allow for varying-sized allocations as well as eliminating the need for sending deltas
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with their events. While events may travel to different processors, memory allocations should be considered

local and stationary. In the event that ROSS supports LP migration, this decision may need to be revisited.

void r c ( p h o l d s t a t e ∗ s , t w b f ∗ bf , p h o l d m e s s a g e ∗ m, t w l p ∗ l p ) {
long c o u n t = m−>r n g c o u n t ;

whi le ( count −−) {
t w r a n d r e v e r s e u n i f ( lp−>rng ) ;

}
t w s n a p s h o t r e s t o r e ( lp , lp−>t y p e . s t a t e s z , lp−>pe−>c u r e v e n t −>d e l t a b u d d y ,

lp−>pe−>c u r e v e n t −>d e l t a s i z e ) ;

}

Listing 2: Reverse event handler used for this study.

Given these additions to ROSS, we are now able to describe the behavior and functionality of the delta

encoding API. ROSS will proceed to execute events on all LPs in timestamp order. At the beginning of the

(forward) event handler, tw_snapshot() should be called. This will effectively memcpy() the LP state

data into a preallocated snapshot buffer. Immediately before exiting this event handler, tw_snapshot_-

delta() must be called. Within tw_snapshot_delta(), we derive the delta by subtracting the

snapshot buffer from the current state. See Listing 1 for the implementation of our tw_snapshot_-

delta() function. Following that, we compress our snapshot with LZ4_compress() which returns

the resulting compressed data size. With that piece of data in hand, we can request a suitably-sized block

of memory from the buddy allocator and perform a memcpy() to copy the data into the memory block

and store it in the current event.

Should an event be committed, we simply reclaim the delta buffer. If an event gets rolled back, we

must undo our RNG calls and restore our state to its previous values. The RNG calls can be reversed

with a simple while loop by taking advantage of new ROSS RNG counter functionality requested by the

ROSS community. Our state can be restored by calling tw_snapshot_restore(), which behaves as

follows. The compressed delta information is uncompressed, and the resulting delta is reverse-applied to

the current event state. The memory block containing the delta information is deallocated to the buddy

allocator, which may or may not be able to coalesce adjoining free blocks into a larger block. See Listing 2

for a condensed version of the actual code used with comments removed for brevity.

We note that the code in Listing 2 will be largely the same regardless of the specific model. The delta

encoding API is data-agnostic and will restore the state to their previous values regardless of the type or

size of the data. In fact, the only modifications to Listing 2 would be using multiple RNG streams, since

each would need to be fully reversed in order to maintain determinism.

One notable exception, however, is pointers to data. To see why, one must observe that a pointer can

remain the same while changing the data at the pointed-to location. Pointers to data within the LP state

will of course be handled properly, although C has no mechanism to enforce such invariants. LP state

with pointers is not currently supported for the following reasons: state data should almost always be local

as sharing data will typically introduce other issues, and one often can retain the same functionality with

equivalent code that does not use pointers.

4 PERFORMANCE STUDY

The target for this performance study is a modified version of the synthetic PHOLD (Fujimoto 1990)

benchmark herein referred to as BPHOLD. The BPHOLD model sends messages to other LPs remote

percent of the time, where remote is a variable specified at runtime. Additionally, we added an array of

4,090 long int data (amounting to 32,720 bytes) to the LP state. During each event, we uniformly

choose a random number between 1 and 1,022 (one-quarter of the state size) and change that many values

in the state to randomly generated long int values. To avoid bias, we randomly shuffle the positions
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Table 1: Event rates (events / second) for the various configurations.

Cores 512 2,048 8,192

Conservative 8,700.3 28,262.4 92,574.1

Delta-Encoding Optimistic 241,197.0 947,506.9 3,637,916.3

of each value we replace. The goal of these modifications is to mimic a model having a large amount of

state and that would be difficult to reverse by using reverse computation.

We also evaluate a model implementation of the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol as

described in LaPre et al. (2012). Link state routing protocols such as OLSR contain a (often sizeable)

global “map” of the network in each node (when referring to OLSR objects the term “node” is often used;

in our model, an OLSR node is represented by 1 LP). Changes in the map are typically localized and small

due to events such as node discovery. Nodes exchange periodic HELLO messages to discover each other

and construct a 1-hop and 2-hop neighbor set. Multipoint relay (MPR) nodes are chosen to retransmit any

messages overheard from any node within its 1-hop neighbor set. Coupled with topology control (TC)

messages which disseminate connectivity information, a network topology can be established and routes

can be calculated. We simulate 262,144 OLSR LPs each of which consists of 22,672 bytes of various

repositories for neighbor, MPR, and topology tuples to name a few; inter-node messages have the capacity

to change one or more of these. For a more detailed discussion of OLSR or its simulation model, interested

readers are referred to RFC 3626 (Clausen and Jacquet 2003) or LaPre et al. (2012).

4.1 Experimental Setup

Our target platform for this work was the IBM Blue Gene/Q at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Center for

Computational Innovations. Each node of the Blue Gene/Q contains 18 cores: 16 for task-level computation,

1 for OS functionality, and 1 fail-over core in the event that another core stops functioning properly. Each

core has 4 hardware threads capable of running their own MPI context. Thus, each node can run 16×4 = 64

independent MPI ranks. Because of memory constraints of the model under consideration, however, we

run only 16 ranks per node. The cores operate at 1.6 GHz, and each node has 16 gigabytes of memory and

32 megabytes of L2 cache. These nodes are connected by a 5-D torus network capable of 2 GB/s (Chen

et al. 2011).

4.2 Performance Results

4.2.1 BPHOLD

These results were collected with the following flags: --start-events=16 --extramem=2048

--report-interval=0.10 --clock-rate=1600000000.0 --lookahead=0.0001

--gvt-interval=512 --batch=8 --nlp=16 --remote=1.0 --end=128. In this study, we

always use 100% remote events. We use conservative mode compared with delta encoding in optimistic

mode. For this study, we added the --buddy_size option and set it to 26. This allocates 226
= 64

megabytes per processor for our buddy allocator.

Figure 1 shows the effective compression ratio compared with the percentage of state data that was

changed. We say “effective” here because we do not actually compress the state but rather only the resulting

delta relative to a given event. Figure 1 also shows that as the amount of state changed increases, so too

does the resulting size, necessarily driving the compression ratio down.

When the percentage of the state changed is close to zero, LZ4 compresses the deltas at compression

ratios over 200. As more state data is changed, however, the compression ratio decays quickly. Changing

3% of the state yields a compression ratio of 20, and changing 6.5% yields a compression ratio of 10. This

trend continues to lessen and at 25% of state change, we arrive at a compression ratio of 3.
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Figure 1: Compression ratios for an increasing

amount of state changed. For a small amount of

state change, we see compression ratios of over 200.

As we approach 25% change the compression ratio

approaches 3. This plot contains 1,022 points.

Figure 2: Running times for delta-encoding opti-

mistic mode and conservative modes vs. the number

of cores used. All models were run with 100% re-

mote messages. Delta-encoded optimistic runs were

on average ≈35× faster than conservative runs.

Running times for 512, 2,048, and 8,192 cores are shown in Figure 2 for both conservative and optimistic

mode using delta encoding. Table 1 contains the event rates for the corresponding configurations. Optimistic

mode using delta encoding for all three core counts is on average 35× faster than the corresponding

conservative runs (at this particular value of lookahead).

These increased runtimes can be attributed to the time spent in computing GVT (Jefferson 1985). GVT

represents the smallest unprocessed event timestamp in the system. In ROSS, calculating GVT requires

periodically callingMPI_Allreduce(), a blocking function. As Figure 3 shows, the time spent computing

GVT for conservative runs dwarf their optimistic counterparts. As Fujimoto stated, “. . . conservative

algorithms rely on lookahead to achieve good performance.” (Fujimoto 1999) The comparatively small

lookahead values contribute to an overall lower-performing simulation.

While no reverse event handler exists for the complex BPHOLD model, a comparison of delta encoding

to reverse computation is still warranted. See Figure 4 for the results from an unmodified PHOLD model.

Carothers and Perumalla (2010) demonstrate that small lookahead values can cripple simulator performance

but recover quickly with modest increases; Figure 4 exhibits the same trend. The optimistic approach

with reverse computation always outperforms the other two approaches for the given lookahead values.

Delta encoding maintains runtimes within a constant factor while conservative synchronization runtimes

are inversely proportional to the lookahead.

Another important result supported by Figure 4 is that conservative synchronization continues to enjoy

improved performance as lookahead increases. For lookahead value of 0.01, conservative is approaching

delta encoding performance and at 0.1 the conservative approach overtakes the delta-encoding runtime.

These observations clearly show that delta encoding is not universally appropriate. For models with relatively

large lookahead values, conservative performance is near optimal, and an optimistic approach may not be

fruitful.

4.2.2 OLSR

These results were collected with the following flags: --report-interval=0.10

--clock-rate=1600000000.0 --lookahead=0.0001 --gvt-interval=16 --batch=16

--buddy_size=26 --end=128. Delta encoding is compared against both conservative and optimistic

mode using copy state saving (CSS). In this particular experiment, the size of the model consumed too
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Figure 3: Total time spent calculating GVT vs. the

number of cores used. GVT calculations negatively

impact conservative simulations with low lookahead

values; increasing the core count only exacerbates

this trend.

Figure 4: Running time for all configurations vs.

lookahead. The lookahead value can drastically

affect the runtimes of the BPHOLD runs. This

data was collected by using 512 cores and options

identical to the previous results (aside from changing

the lookahead).

much memory when running in optimistic mode and the core usage had to be reduced to one quarter of

the available cores per node, or 4 out of 16. It is worth noting that the delta encoding implementation was

able to utilize all 16 cores and likely would have continued to scale further to take advantage of either 2

or 4 hardware threads per core.

Whereas the BPHOLD results demonstrated the weak scaling properties of delta encoding, the OLSR

results show its utility within the domain of strong scaling. 262,144 OLSR LPs were distributed over 128,

512, and 2,048 cores. The resulting performance is shown in Figure 5. At 128 cores, conservative runtimes

outperform delta encoding: ≈ 430 seconds were spent on LZ4 operations (ROSS reports the maximum

across all cores). However, at 512 and 2,048 cores the runtime penalty for LZ4 compression is disbursed

across a greater number of cores resulting in 110 and 28 seconds, respectively. These reduced penalties

allow delta encoding to outperform conservative runtimes within an optimistic framework.

Figure 6 shows the memory consumption of a single core in the simulation for various componenets

of the simulator while running under delta encoding or optimistic mode with CSS. Note that identical

amounts of memory were consumed for LP state in both cases. Additionally, no buddy system memory

exists in the CSS case. However, as the CSS LP copy is stored within the ROSS events themselves, each

event will grow substantially (in this case, from 2,248 to 24,920 bytes).

5 RELATED WORK

Jefferson’s Time Warp (Jefferson 1985) is a complex system requiring careful tuning of several parameters

to achieve speedup. Early Time Warp implementations required checkpointing (state saving), which,

when performed blindly, is a potentially expensive operation. Lin et al. (1993) proposed an approach

for determining how frequently checkpointing is required. Bauer and Sporrer (1993) chose a contrasting

approach, namely minimizing the memory required for checkpointing data by storing overwritten values

in a predetermined location. Steinman (1993) uses a similar approach and additionally uses C++ operator

overloading for simple values and a “rollback queue” for operations that are not easily reversed. The

implementations of the latter two papers are typically referred to as incremental state saving. Rönngren

et al. (1996) developed a largely transparent approach requiring modifying the state declarations requiring

restoration functionality. West and Panesar (1996) automatically modified the binary itself to instrument
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Figure 6: OLSR memory consumption of a single

core for delta encoding vs. optimistic with CSS plot-
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for delta encoding is ≈ 1
8
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and state save values before they are overwritten. Pellegrini and Quaglia (2014) developed an OS-level

memory tracking scheme that allows the developer to write code in a sequential manner regardless of the

PDES environment.

Carothers, Perumalla, and Fujimoto (1999) and Perumalla (1999) proposed reverse computation as well

as automatic reversal of event handlers. Building off those earlier results, Vulov et al. (2011) developed

Backstroke, a framework capable of parsing C++ and emitting reverse event handlers. LaPre, Gonsiorowski,

and Carothers (2014) developed LORAIN, a tool capable of automatically generating reverse event handlers

in a language-agnostic fashion by targeting the LLVM (Lattner and Adve 2004) compiler framework.

Hunt and McIlroy (1976) describe the diff program that computes the difference between two files

using an algorithm to solve the longest common subsequence. Tichy (1982) builds on diff to construct

the Revision Control System (RCS), which is useful for tracking changes in text files. Descendants of

RCS such as the Concurrent Versions System (CVS) (Grune 1986) and Subversion (Collins-Sussman,

Fitzpatrick, and Pilato 2004) continue to be used today. Hunt, Vo, and Tichy (1998) compared the various

algorithms for delta encoding and benchmarked them in various ways.

Huffman et al. (1952) developed Huffman coding, a method of finding shortest prefix codes based on

character frequencies. Ziv and Lempel (1977) created LZ77, a lossless compression scheme that examining

smaller fixed-size “windows” of data and exploiting similarity between data. Both LZO and LZ4 are closely

related to LZ77, although subtle implementation differences have allowed them to surpass LZ77 in various

ways. LZO (Oberhumer 2015) placed an emphasis on speed, while LZ4 (Collet 2011, Collet 2014b) aimed

for simplicity in its format and code base. A much lower emphasis was placed on compression ratio,

allowing for quick yet sub-optimal compression. DEFLATE (Deutsch 1996) combines LZ77 followed

by a Huffman coding pass, ultimately yielding a smaller size than either approach alone but at greater

computational cost.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented an initial framework for state saving using delta encoding and compression. It performs

well in situations dealing with massive states where reverse computation may not be practical. Furthermore,

this approach is both transparent and universal. Model developers are freed from the worry of having to
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change their forward event handlers in any way; and, for many models, the template reverse event handler

provided should suffice.

Delta encoding refines incremental state saving by evaluating changes to the LP state as a whole and

saving only the changed information. A change in any individual element is treated as a change in the

whole of the state, negating the need to detect fine-grained changes. While hinted at earlier in the paper,

this work provides not only a simple path toward optimistic simulation but also a reasonable fix for systems

with limited memory.

We have demonstrated that delta encoding is a viable substitute for both state saving and reverse

computation. However, a hybrid solution may yield even better results. Reverse computation coupled with

delta encoding for complex and unpredictable state modifications is a topic worthy of investigation. Pairing

delta encoding with an automated solution, such as Backstroke (Vulov et al. 2011) or LORAIN (LaPre,

Gonsiorowski, and Carothers 2014) removes the need for overly complicated model development.
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